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Foreword

Key highlights

A year has passed since AXA UK launched its Compensation Culture
series of investigative research papers, which, among other topics,
scrutinised the claims management industry. The goal of last year’s
report into Claims Management Companies (CMCs) placed consumer
sentiment at the heart of the research, to shine a light on the UK
public’s feelings about receiving unsolicited communications from
CMCs and to gauge their thoughts on what needs to be done to curb
their volume and intrusiveness. Almost all of us have received a call
or a text message from an organisation purporting to offer financial
remuneration for a supposed loss. It is undisputed that these ‘spam’
communications are widely prevalent, but the impact on the consumer
is often overlooked.

•	Over a quarter of UK adults (26 per
cent) had been contacted by a CMC
in the last 24 hours at the time of the
survey – seven per cent higher than
in the previous year. Collectively over
three fifths of respondents (63 per
cent) could recall being contacted in
the last week.

This report, one year on, looks again at these issues to see if
legislative and regulatory changes have impacted the industry
since last year and, critically, whether people believe that claims
management companies’ spamming activities are being successfully
tackled. This report, containing proprietary research data and based on
the views of more than 2,000 members of the UK public, shows that
people’s experience of dealing with CMCs has not improved, indeed
there is a body of evidence from the report that suggests the situation
is worse and attitudes are hardening towards CMCs. Shockingly, daily
communication volumes have seemingly risen in the last year, as has
the feeling that CMCs constitute a serious invasion of people’s privacy.

•	Almost three quarters of people polled
(71 per cent) stated that they found
CMC communications to constitute
“an invasion of my privacy”.
•	Just under half (47 per cent), stated
that they are actively “worried” about
how CMCs come to have their details.
A further quarter (24 per cent) are
“stressed” when they receive these
communications.

It would appear that despite attempts by the Ministry of Justice to
tackle the CMC industry, it has clearly not done enough to bring the
industry under control, both in regards to its communications or
telemarketing strategies and the overwhelmingly spurious, scattergun
context in which they contact people. This report presents a clear
and unequivocal picture of the damaging and cynical practices of an
industry that has yet to be reformed to the extent that most people
would like to see. Let’s hope that this issue remains high on the
agenda of the next government.

•	People feel increasingly powerless to
stop these communications. Over half
(53 per cent) of respondents receiving
CMCs communications proactively try
to stop unwanted contact - up nine per
cent on last year. Only six per cent of
those that try to stop these
communications actually managed to
stem the tide. Moreover, 14 per cent of
respondents receiving CMC
communications do not reply to texts
or answer calls because they fear that
interaction with CMC organisations will
confirm their personal details and lead
to greater volumes of unwanted
contact.

Paul Evans, CEO, AXA UK and Ireland

•	The wave of spam messages and the
inability to prevent them comes in spite
of efforts made by the Ministry of
Justice (MoJ) to increase fines in order
to clamp down on poor practice;
almost two thirds (62 per cent) have
seen no difference to the volumes of
communications they have received.
Furthermore, 11 per cent said that they
receive more contact now than before
the MoJ announcement to tighten the
rules on 27 June 2014.
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•	Respondents still want to see firmer
action taken against CMCs; two thirds
(63 per cent) called for CMC
communications to be made illegal
and an overwhelming 81 per cent
want to see telemarketing companies,
which establish contact on behalf of
CMCs, to be more closely regulated
and fined if they are found to be
abusing current laws.
•	The most frequent type of contact from
CMCs relates to redress for the misselling of payment protection insurance
(81 per cent). The second highest
subject of communication concerns
accidents in the workplace or in public
places. Over three quarters of
respondents (76 per cent) said that
they had received a communication on
these topics. This is a 15 per cent rise
compared to 2013, suggesting that
“slip and trip” type accidents are back
as a firm favourite of CMCs, perhaps in
an attempt to steer slowly away from a
more ‘mature’ PPI market.
•	The proportion of CMC communications
relating to whiplash is eight per cent
higher than in last year’s survey, going
from 22 to 30 per cent. It is clear that
there is still further progress to be
made in this area.
•	Seeking redress from distress resulting
from contact with CMCs is likely to be
hard to achieve. Eighty eight per cent
of those polled think that proving that
‘significant damage’ and ‘substantial
distress’ had resulted from communications with CMCs (which are the
current benchmarks) would be
“difficult”.
•	AXA makes a series of policy recommendations designed to build on
the policies introduced by the MoJ
in the last year in order to mitigate
the negative impact of CMC communications, protect consumers and to
further clamp down on industry
malpractice.
5

Independent commentary
from Cass Business School

In our Commentary on AXA’s
first (2013) report on Claims
Management Companies (CMCs)
we noted that there are two main
questions about CMC activity. First,
whether the services offered by CMCs
actually add value to compensation
systems for accidents and losses
or whether they merely add costs
to them and, second, whether the
methods that CMCs use to attract
customers are fair and reasonable.
This new AXA report, like the previous
one, seeks to address only the
second question, but confirms that
public disquiet about the methods
employed by CMCs has not reduced,
despite recent Government action to
control them.
The second survey was carried out
by the research house approximately
one year after the survey used for
AXA’s previous report. It contained
similar questions, so that the
responses could be compared
directly. As before, the respondents
were spread across all age groups,
geographical areas and socioeconomic groups, and we make the
assumption that the responses reflect
the population in general (see the
section on methodology).
One year on, the responses were
little different from those of 2013. It
might be argued that the June 2014
action by the Ministry of Justice is too
recent to make a difference to the
proportion of respondents who have,
at any time, received unsolicited
communication from a CMC. In any
event, the pattern in the timescale of
the last communication received by
respondents showed little variation
from previously, and there was
little difference in the frequency of
communication. When asked if any
difference had been noticed since
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June, over half of respondents said
there was none. Clearly any effect
of the MOJ action is yet to be felt.
The areas of claim pursued by
the CMC contacts were the whole
range, as before, and PPI remained
dominant. Of those receiving unsolicited communication, the
proportion persuaded to make a
claim was still about one in ten.
Again, just under half of these claims
were successful, but very few people
received more than £5,000.
The pattern of emotional response
to unsolicited contact from CMCs
was similar to that of the last survey.
The question as to how damage or
distress is to be defined and proved
was clearly perceived to be difficult.
The natural inference is that it would
be far better to not receive the
communication in the first place,
rather than have to prove damage
afterwards. Again, over 80 per
cent of respondents felt that some
legislative or punitive action needs
to be taken. The degree of support
for regulation increased with the age
of the respondent, suggesting that
older people are more vulnerable and
more likely to be upset by unwanted
communications from CMCs.

Although the proportion of
respondents who had tried to stop
contacts from CMCs has increased
since the last survey (from 44 per
cent to 53 per cent) a substantial
majority said that their efforts made
no difference. It is not clear what
kinds of action were taken, and
which were most successful.
However, the Telephone Preference
Service (TPS) does provide an
effective method of barring contact
via phone and text and we agree with
AXA that this should be more widely
publicised, should it prove impossible
simply to ban the sale and purchase
of phone numbers for unsolicited
marketing activity.
AXA also calls for a change in the
legal test for taking action against
CMCs that cause distress to
consumers, reducing the requirement
for communications to have caused
‘substantial damage’ or ‘substantial
distress’, to merely ‘nuisance,
annoyance, inconvenience or anxiety’.

The difficulty here, as we perceive
it, is the subjective nature of such
tests rather than the threshold at
which they are set. One way forward
might be to complement the test
with a non-exhaustive list of objective
rules and standards that CMCs are
expected to meet, with the proviso
that failure to meet them could be
deemed by the Regulator as likely
to cause distress to consumers
and thus trigger legal action. The
standards might refer, for example,
to the length, timing and persistence
of CMC communications to individual
consumers and also to their content.
Behaviour that consumers clearly
find distressing at present (such
as speculative references to nonexistent ‘accidents’) could be
outlawed in this way.
Professor Christopher Parsons,
Cass Business School

X

Background

The claims management industry,
once a niche sector, has become a
staple part of our society over the
last ten to fifteen years. According
to the Ministry of Justice’s Claims
Management Regulator (CMR),
the industry’s turnover for the 12
months to 30 November 2013
was £698 million. As noted in the
CMR’s most recent report, this
amount was significantly down from
the £1.01 billion generated the
previous year. This was mainly due
to a 41 per cent fall in the number
of claims management companies
(CMCs) operating in the largest
claims sector – personal injury
– and a slowing down in Payment
Protection Insurance (PPI) claims.1
It is also gratifying to see that
the regulator has stepped up its
activity, increasing the number of
audits and advisory visits of CMCs
and combating communication
malpractice in greater collaboration
with Ofcom and the Information
Commissioner’s Office (ICO).

1
2
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However, as this report will show,
the second consecutive fall in
annual turnover has not resulted
in a slowdown of communications
from CMCs. Quite the contrary in
fact. It would seem that CMCs are
having to work harder to generate
revenue, which means that they
are increasing the volume of
communications in an attempt to
secure more claims. The end result
is that people are inundated with
more unsolicited contact than
ever before.
There is a consensus amongst
political parties, regulators and
ombudsman services that too many
people are contacted too frequently
by CMCs, or telemarketers on
behalf of CMCs, and that this is
not a sustainable state of affairs.
Since the AXA inaugural report in
November 2013, that looked into
the telemarketing communications
practices of claims management
companies, there have been a
number of initiatives and legislative
reforms designed to tackle this
growing problem.

In March 2014, the CMR launched
a consultation on obtaining a
new power to fine CMCs for rule
breaches. On 30 March 2014, the
Department for Culture, Media and
Sport published a ‘Nuisance Calls
Action Plan’ intending to:
• e
 nable Ofcom to more easily
share information with the
ICO, by a Statutory Instrument.
This came into force on 1
October 2014.
• c onsult on proposals to
lower the legal threshold for
consumer harm later in 2014.
This will enable the ICO to take
enforcement action against
more organisations breaching
the Privacy and Electronic
Communications (EC Directive)
Regulations 2003 (PECR).
• c onsider the recommendations
of a task force being convened
by Which? to review issues
concerning consent and lead
generation.2

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/337975/claims-management-regulation-annual-report-13-14.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/299140/Action_Plan.pdf

On 27 June 2014 Justice Minister
Lord Faulks QC announced that rogue
claims firms providing a bad service and
bombarding people with nuisance calls
will face large fines. These new fines, to
be enforced by the MoJ’s CMR, include:
• using information gathered by unlawful
unsolicited calls and texts
• wasting people’s time and money by
making spurious or unsubstantiated
claims
• misleading marketing
Under the proposals the fines will be
based on the turnover of the company
involved and the nature of the offences.
For large organisations fines could be up
to 20 per cent of their annual turnover,
meaning they could total hundreds of
thousands of pounds and potentially
millions in some cases.3
On 21 July 2014 the Government
tabled the legislation required to
increase the fines that could be levied
on CMCs.4 The legislation was passed in
December 2014.

3
4
5

This provided for:
• a
 n authorised person whose business
has a relevant turnover of less than
£500,000 could receive a penalty of
no more than £100,000; and
• an authorised person whose business
has a relevant turnover of £500,000
or more, could receive a penalty of
no more than 20 per cent of that
turnover.
A further piece of legislation went
before parliament on 3 November 2014
to clarify the terms of the 2007 Legal
Services Act and the relationship of
the Claims Management Services
Regulator with the Legal Ombudsman,
given the extended role it will have to
consider complaints about CMCs.
This is expected to commence at the
end of January 2015.5
The Ombudsman has been instructed
to step up preparations for change after
the Government published its response
to the Lord Chancellor’s fee consultation
regarding the handling of CMC
complaints. The regulations laid out in

the response confirm that CMCs will fund
the Ombudsman’s complaints division
through a sliding scale fee structure,
based on a CMC’s turnover.
There have been recent calls, made in
the House of Lords and by Jonathan
Evans, chair of the All Party Parliamentary
Group on financial services and
insurance, to bring organisations which
make cold calls under the oversight of
a new claims management regulator
established within the aegis of the
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), and
away from the regulator’s current home
within the MoJ. Evans’ argument is that
the FCA would be better resourced to
deal with the volume and complexity of
the industry.
Evidently there has been a good deal of
regulatory and legislative activity in this
emotive arena of consumer affairs. This
report illustrates however that there is
still a good deal of work left to be done,
as the volume and frequency of CMC
communications appears to be increasing
in spite of these efforts.

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/nuisance-claims-firms-face-huge-fines
The Compensation (Claims Management Services) (Amendment) Regulations 2014 - http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukdsi/2014/9780111118566/contents
The Legal Services Act 2007 (Claims Management Complaints) (Fees) Regulations 2014 - http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukdsi/2014/9780111122815/note
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By what means, if any, have you ever received an unsolicited
communication from a claims management company (CMC)?

Findings

Any

83%

Phone call

2,083 members of the public
were polled on thirteen questions
relating to CMCs, the key
findings of which are highlighted
in this section of the report.
Contact with CMCs
(Figures will not always total 100
per cent because of multiple
selection options)
•	Only 17 per cent of respondents
had never received any
communication from a CMC
•	Of those who had received a
communication from a CMC:
•	Twenty six per cent had
received an unsolicited
communication (phone call,
email, text, post or other)
in the last 24 hours – up
seven per cent on last year.
A further 23 per cent could
recall a communication
within the last week
•	Cumulatively, over three
fifths (63 per cent) of
respondents had received
an unsolicited communication in the last week
•	Twenty two per cent said
that they receive CMC
communications on a daily
basis – a significant rise of
11 percentage points set
against last year’s findings.
Thirty six per cent believe
that they receive a CMC
communication every week
•	Seventy one per cent were
contacted by telephone (up
three per cent); forty eight
per cent by text message
(up four per cent) and 49
per cent by email (up five
per cent)
The findings from this question
strongly illustrate the prevalence of
CMC communications in people’s
everyday lives. Indeed, they show
that the CMC industry appears

to have escalated their activity
even further, with more people
receiving daily calls than last
year. This comes in spite of the
fact that, according to the Claims
Management Regulator (CMR), the
number of CMCs in business has
fallen, from 2,693 in 2011/12 to
2,097 in 2013/14.6 Furthermore,
‘nuisance calls’ are high on the
priority list for the CMR, working in
conjunction with the Information
Commissioner’s Office (ICO) and

Ofgem, not to mention the fact that
the Department for Culture, Media
and Sport published a ‘Nuisance
Calls Action Plan’ in March 2014,
designed to coordinate with the
regulators and harness their
collective power to combat nuisance
call volumes.7 It is clear from the
findings in this report that nuisance
calls and texts from CMCs have
reached extremely high volume
levels and the situation is only
getting worse.

Email

49%

Text message

48%

Post

29%

Social Media (e.g. Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Google+)

7%

Other

1%

I’ve never had any communication from a CMC

17%
0
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What do claims management companies (CMCs) contact you about most frequently?
Approximately when was the last time you received any unsolicited
communications (i.e. phone call, text message or email, etc.) from one
of these claims management companies (CMCs)?
More than a year ago
In the last year

3%

Other

37%

Accidents/injury in public places (e.g. slip or fall in a supermarket or public walkway)
Accidents/injury in the workplace (e.g. slip, fall or repetitive strain injury at work)

39%

Healthcare insurance claims (e.g. clinical negligence, such as a misdiagnosis or surgical error)

2%

In the last 6 months

10%

Home/contents insurance claims

3%

8%

Travel insurance claims

4%

3%

Motor insurance claims (e.g. whiplash injury)

In the last 3 months

8%

30%
11%

Pension liberation

In the last month

11%

In the last 2 weeks

Payment protection insurance (PPI)

81%
0

10%

In the last week
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23%

In the last 48 hours

14%

In the last 24 hours

26%
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Daily

22%

Weekly

•	The second highest subject of communication concerns accidents in the workplace or in public places. Over three
quarters of respondents (76 per cent) said that they had received a communication on these topics. This is a 15
per cent rise compared to last year, suggesting that “slip and trip” type accidents are back as a firm favourite of
CMCs, perhaps in an attempt to steer slowly away from the mature PPI market for claims
•	Almost a third of communications (30 per cent) refer to motor insurance claims, e.g. whiplash, an increase of eight
per cent on the previous year

36%

Fortnightly

Content of CMC communications
•	Of the CMC communications received by respondents, the most frequent topic of communication (81 per cent)
remains the seeking of redress for bank mis-selling of payment protection insurance (PPI). This has fallen slightly
from the previous year, in which 84 per cent said that PPI was the most frequent type of claim

450

On average, how frequently do you receive communications from
claims managements companies (CMCs)?

11%

Monthly

14%

Every other month

11%

Yearly

4%

Less often than yearly

3%
0
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6	The Ministry of Justice Claims Management Regulator (CMR) Unit Annual report 2013/14, page 9
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/337975/claims-management-regulation-annual-report-13-14.pdf
7	https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/299140/Action_Plan.pdf
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71%
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PPI mis-selling continues to drive CMC communication volumes and revenues. However, the findings indicate that
CMCs may be slowly shifting their focus and returning to more traditional claims processing territory, of whiplash
or injury suffered in public areas or the workplace. This may be because PPI cannot continue to drive the revenues
of CMCs indefinitely, as the newspaper headlines dwindle, along with the number of people seeking redress, and
that alternative sources must be targeted. This hypothesis is strengthened by recent statements by the CMR, that
concluded in its most recent annual report (published on 31 July 2014) that PPI claims, were “less profitable in
2013/14” whilst remaining “financially viable”. Turnover for financial products and services claims has fallen from
£652.9m in 2013 to £453m in 2014.8
8	https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/337975/claims-management-regulation-annual-report-13-14.pdf, pages 12-14
9 http://financial-ombudsman.org.uk/publications/ar14/ar14.pdf, page 1
10 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/337975/claims-management-regulation-annual-report-13-14.pdf, page 8
11 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/337975/claims-management-regulation-annual-report-13-14.pdf, page 17
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However, PPI remains a core claims driver, as the mis-selling scandal continues to generate hundreds of thousands of
annual enquiries. According to the Financial Ombudsman’s latest annual report 78 per cent of its 512,167 new cases
in 2013/14 were about the sale of PPI, with the number of PPI complaints rising six per cent compared to the previous
year to 399,939.9 It is worth noting that the CMR has highlighted “poor practice” in the handling of PPI claims by “some
CMCs”10 that target people via unsolicited communications who are not entitled to claim for PPI mis-selling at all.
As part of the CMCs diversification narrative described in this report, it appears that they are increasing their
communications activity in the sphere of personal injury, specifically targeting the enduringly common claims of public and
workplace injuries and whiplash relating to motor accidents. This finding is borne out by a previous study on workplace
injury claims conducted by AXA, which discovered that almost a quarter of small and medium-sized businesses have
had an employee or former employee claim against their Employers’ Liability Insurance in the last five years. This finding
is particularly interesting given that the CMR noted in its most recent report that personal injury claims were down and
that over 1,000 CMCs have ceased to pursue personal injury claims, due to the ban on referral fees and other related
reforms.11 It seems that some CMCs have seen this as an opportunity to take more market share by aggressively targeting
personal injury claims.

Which, if any, of the following statements describe how you feel about
receiving communications from claims management companies (CMCs)?
I don’t have strong feelings about it

6%

I am pleased they are contacting me

1%

I am unconcerned and don’t mind receiving them

2%

I am confused as I have nothing to claim for but not worried or concerned

21%

I am stressed when I receive them

24%

I am confused as I have nothing to claim for but I’m being led to believe that I do

31%

I am worried about how they have my details

47%

I feel it’s an invasion of my privacy

71%
0

Reaction to receiving CMC communications
In order to ascertain the emotional
impact of receiving unsolicited
communications from a CMC, AXA
asked respondents to choose from
a series of statements to describe
their feelings on receiving contact.
CMC communications have certainly
not become any less irritating to
respondents than they were in
last year’s study. The vast majority
of those polled have negative
reactions to these messages or
calls, with 91 per cent choosing
negative statements to describe
their emotions. Only one per cent
expressed a positive response to CMC
communications, whilst two per cent
remained neutral, an extremely low
number given the standard level of
apathy which one normally expects
from such studies.
When asked to select from a list
what best described their feelings
on receiving contact, almost three
quarters of respondents (71 per
cent) stated that they found CMC
communications to constitute
“an invasion of my privacy”. Other
reactions – chosen from a list of
possible responses ranging from
positive to negative (although
the consensus is overwhelmingly
negative) – highlight how many
consumers still experience emotions
of anxiousness, stress or confusion
upon being contacted:

“I am worried about how they have my details”
“I am confused as I have nothing to claim for but
I’m being led to believe that I do”
“I am stressed when I receive them”
“I am confused as I have nothing to claim for but
not worried or concerned”

47%
31%
24%
21%

“I am unconcerned and don’t mind
receiving them”
“I am pleased they are contacting me”

6%
2%
1%

It is very clear from these set of results, gathered from polls taken one year
on from last year’s survey that the picture has worsened since November
2013, despite the efforts of the Government, spearheaded by the Department
for Culture, Media and Sport 12, to clamp down on nuisance calls by
telemarketers and claims management companies. People are more stressed,
worried and confused when receiving these communications than ever. It is
easy to comprehend this, when considering that the volume and frequency of
messages appears to be on the rise – a consequence of which would be an
increase in anger and frustration and these emotions stand out clearly from
these findings.
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Have you ever taken any action to stop these communications, such
as responding ‘stop’ to unsubscribe from a mailing list or asking
a caller to remove you from their list?
NET No

47%

No I just delete or ignore all communications

32%

No, I’m worried by responding to texts or
replying to calls it will confirm my details and make it worse

14%

Yes, but I continue to receive communications

47%

Yes and I stopped receiving communications

6%

NET Yes

53%
0

Only a small minority of consumers appear unperturbed or actively pleased at
being contacted by a CMC:

“I don’t have strong feelings about it”
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Stopping the communications
One of the major concerns
highlighted in last year’s report was
around the inability of consumers
to prevent the receipt of unwanted
communications, despite attempts to
stop them. Survey participants were
asked whether they had ever taken
action to stop these messages. This
year the number of people trying
to stop receiving messages has
grown - over half of respondents (53
per cent) have attempted to stop
messages, along with a significant
minority that have chosen not to do
so for fear that any form of reply will
simply result in a wave of spam from
new sources. Nine per cent more
people this year have attempted to
stop CMC communications compared
to last year.

Only six per cent of respondents that
have actively tried to stop receiving
these CMC communications have
been successful in stemming the
tide. This small percentage has
remained unaltered from the previous
year. Worryingly, 47 per cent of
respondents that have received a
message (a nine per cent increase
on last year) have tried to stop
receiving texts and phone calls but,
despite their best efforts to stop the
flow, they have continued to receive
messages. This suggests that,
despite the best efforts of the ICO
and the Telephone Preference
Service (TPS), either people’s
attempts to list themselves on the
TPS are not working, or people are
simply unaware that they can use
the service.

A third (32 per cent) merely delete
or ignore all attempts by CMCs to
contact them and, perhaps even
more instructively, whilst 14 per cent
do not reply to texts or answer calls
because they fear that any interaction
with the CMC community will confirm
their personal details and lead to a
greater volume of messages. They
believe that responding to CMCs
would simply “make it worse”. This
phrase encapsulates the sense of
consumers’ inability to stop the tide
of contact from CMCs – a situation
that has not improved with increased
regulation and threats of larger fines
for malpractice.

12 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/299140/Action_Plan.pdf
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Have you ever been persuaded by a claims management
company (CMC) communication to make a claim?

Pursuing a claim
•	Only 11 per cent of respondents
have been persuaded by a CMC
to make a claim (down one
percentage point on last year),
of which only half were successful
in securing compensation
•	Eighty-nine per cent of
respondents contacted had
no reason to make a claim
•	Twenty-nine per cent of those
who had been persuaded to
make a claim gave up due to
the whole process being too
difficult or stressful
These findings further highlight the
fact that CMCs base their tactics on
volume and rely on the sheer number
of communications they send out to
yield some form of return. The fact
remains that few people who are
contacted ever act upon them and
make a claim. The process for those
making a claim alongside a CMC
does not appear to be particularly
straightforward either.
Seeking to gauge the demand
from consumers for the services of
CMCs we also asked respondents,
hypothetically, if they were to make
a claim when they were entitled to
make one, whom they would work
with to pursue the claim. Only four
per cent of respondents would
actively choose to work with a CMC
– this is two percentage points less
than last year.

Respondents said that they are most likely to work with their insurer in making
a claim (28 per cent) closely followed by a solicitor (23 per cent). These top
two are unchanged from last year and clearly remain the most trusted source
of effective claims resolution.
Percentage of respondents most likely to work with:
(Figures will not always total 100 per cent because of multiple selection
options)
Your own insurer

A solicitor

Citizens Advice Bureau
The company directly (from whom you feel you
are entitled to seek compensation)
The Financial Ombudsman

Trade Union

Your employer

A claims management company (CMC)

Your local MP

28%
23%
16%
14%
5%
4%
4%
4%
2%

No

89%

Yes, and it was successful, I received up to £1,000

5%

Yes, and it was successful, I received between £1,000 and £4,999

-%

Yes, and it was successful, I received over £5,000

4%

Yes, but it was unsuccessful

2%

NET Yes

11%
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How easy or difficult was the process of making your claim?
Not sure/ can’t remember

7%

Difficult

29%

So difficult I gave up

5%

Very difficult and stressful

8%

Quite difficult and stressful

17%

Quite easy and relatively stress free

45%

Very easy and stress free

19%

NET Easy

64%
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Currently, calls made to potential claimants must be proven to have caused ‘significant
damage’ or ‘substantial distress’ if the CMC is to be fined for unsolicited contact activity.
To what extent do you think these definitions are sufficiently clear and precise?
Very clear and precise

6%

Quite clear and precise

19%

Not very clear and precise

43%

Not at all clear and precise

32%
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Regulation of CMCs

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

On 27 June 2014 the Ministry
of Justice announced that rogue
claims firms providing a bad
service and bombarding people
with nuisance calls will face large
fines.13 Consumers were asked if
they feel that they receive fewer or
more unsolicited communications
than before June 2014 as a result.
Whilst encouragingly just over a
quarter (27 per cent) of respondents
said that they have received fewer
communications as a result, almost
two thirds (62 per cent) have seen
no difference to the volumes of
communications they have received
since 27 June 2014. Indeed, 11
per cent said that they receive more

communications now than before
the MoJ announcement. Whilst it will
inevitably take a degree of time for
measures to bed in before they are
effective, this is worrying news for
consumers and the MoJ alike.
When asked if unsolicited CMC
communications should be made
illegal, two thirds of respondents
(63 per cent) agreed with this
statement, of which 41 per cent
said they “strongly agreed”. This
view is essentially unchanged from
the previous year’s findings, and
indicates the fact that a sizeable
proportion of UK adults are fed up
with invasive contact. A further 46

per cent were of the view that
unsolicited communications from
CMCs should be significantly
tightened but not made illegal.

Unsolicited communications from claims management
companies (CMCs) should be made illegal

An overwhelming 81 per cent
of respondents believe that
telemarketing companies which
send out communications on behalf
of CMCs should be regulated and
fined if found to be abusing current
laws. Although the CMC industry is
already regulated by the MoJ and ICO,
and Ofcom is able to issue fines for
malpractice, it would seem that this
has not filtered through to the UK
adult public.

•	Three quarters (75 per cent)
think that the definitions
of ‘significant damage’ and
‘substantial distress’ are “not
clear and precise”
•	Eighty eight per cent think that
proving that ‘significant damage’
and ‘substantial distress’ had
resulted from communications
with CMCs would be “difficult”
•	Over half (51 per cent) think
that they would be “very difficult”
to prove

It is clear that people think it is
difficult to seek redress for distress
caused by CMCs’ malpractices.
This sense of disillusionment about
the ability of regulators to effectively
enforce penalties and remunerate
victims of unpleasant unsolicited
communications experiences is
palpable and speaks volumes about
the perceived current state of affairs.
The sum of these findings indicates
that UK adults feel plagued by CMC
communications and, furthermore,
feel powerless to prevent the
onslaught of texts, emails and calls
and to seek redress for the distress
these messages cause.

How easy or difficult do you think it would be to prove that ‘significant
damage’ or ‘substantial distress’ has resulted from communications with CMCs?
Very easy

5%

5%

5%

5%

11%

Net: Agree

Net: Agree

14%

63%

14%

46%

11%

13%

Telemarketing companies that send out the
communications on behalf of claims management
companies (CMCs) should be regulated and fined if
found to be abusing distribution rules
1%

Unsolicited communications from claims management
companies should not be made illegal

1%

6%

8%

7%
11%

11%

Net: Agree

Net: Agree

81%

18%

35%
56%

21%

25%

18%

Unsolicited communications from claims management
companies (CMCs) are low in volume and unobtrusive

2%

8%

Quite easy

10%

13%

Taking action against CMCs
This report has noted that there
is recourse to complain and seek
redress for distress caused by
CMCs and their sometimes invasive
communication tactics. Currently,
communications from CMCs made to
potential claimants must be proven
to have caused ‘significant damage’
or ‘substantial distress’ if the CMC
is to be fined for unsolicited contact
activity. Respondents were asked
their views on these terms and how
easy it would be to prove that they
had resulted from communications
from CMCs. Of those who expressed
a view14, the results are emphatic:

10%

Regulation of unsolicited communications from claims
management companies (CMCs) should be significantly
tightened up but not made illegal

3%

10%

Unsolicited communications from claims management
companies (CMCs) are both welcome and helpful

7%

8%

3%

4%
12%

Quite difficult

37%

19%

Very difficult

Net: Agree

51%
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39%

Net: Agree

10%

7%

16%

58%
24%

Strongly agree
Tend to agree
Neither agree nor
Tend to disagree

13 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/nuisance-claims-firms-face-huge-fines
14 87 per cent of respondents expressed a view.
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Strongly disagree
Don’t know

X

Recommendations

Methodology

AXA is calling for the following reforms:

The research component of this report was undertaken
independently by the polling organisation Populus. 2,083 people
aged 18 and above were polled between Wednesday 22 and
Thursday 23 October 2014.

•

•

A
 XA urges the Government
to implement its preferred
option of removing the need to
prove substantial damage or
distress when the Information
Commissioner considers action
against CMCs in relation to
nuisance calls and text messages.
AXA agrees with the Commissioner
that removal of that need “will give
him the most flexibility to exercise
his regulatory powers”, provide
enhanced consumer protection
and act as an increased deterrent.
15
AXA believes that this should be
implemented as soon as possible
The ICO has an online
service for reporting nuisance
communications. AXA calls for
clearer signposting to this service
by creating a micro-site dedicated
to it and clear links on the ICOs
homepage

•

AXA calls for tougher regulation to
ensure that the use of purchased
telephony data is appropriate
and targeted. This will help to
combat the tactic often used by
CMCs of spuriously suggesting
claim eligibility where it may not
be valid. If drafting new regulation
is impracticable, at the very
least a test should be devised
and enforced by the ICO to force
companies using purchased
telephony data to demonstrate
sound principles of targeting

•

AXA supports the recent
announcement by the MoJ
that CMCs are to face tougher
penalties, but AXA would like to
see the regulator given the power
to shut down companies that are
seen to be persistently flouting
privacy regulations

•

In order to reduce consumer
distress and increase
transparency, AXA would support a
ban on automated voicemail calls.
The use of automated voicemail
messages - prevalent in the CMC
industry - provides no opportunity
for the consumer to exert control
and opt out. This would help
to tackle the opacity of CMCs
and make reporting easier for
consumers to the ICO and Ofcom

•

AXA calls for mandatory annual
records to be published by CMCs
detailing contact activity and the
sources for consumer’s contact
details. AXA believes that there
should be transparency over
the sources of contact details,
the criteria used to decide who
to contact, and the success of
these contacts. CMCs say they
are providing a valuable service to
potential claimants – if however
they are calling large numbers of
people to get actual claims from
a tiny fraction - the social utility of
their service is unacceptable. In
addition to publishing the sources
of any contact information CMCs
should publish details of any other
financial or business relationships

•

AXA would like to see the ICO
being more active in promoting the
uptake of its TPS and more testing
around the efficacy of the service
in screening cold calls to mobile
phones

Note from Cass Business School
The survey response rate conforms to what is standard experience
in an omnibus survey. The respondents are spread across all age
groups, geographical areas and socio-economic groups. The polling
organisation considers the responses to be representative of the
relevant population. Importantly, this implies that non-response is
independent of the subject of the survey.

15	https://ico.org.uk/media/about-the-ico/consultation-responses/2014/1042779/ico-consultation-response-on-lowering-the-cmp-threshold-for-pecr-20141204.pdf
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